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A case study of your project lets you promote your solutions to future customers. Seen first on Idesco’s website, 
newsletter and Linkedin, case studies regularly reach RFID professionals globally, after magazines re-publish them.

That means our case studies are always reaching people who could one day be your customers. Indeed, we regularly 
forward end-user inquiries about our case studies back to our customers - like you.

A case study will highlight your solution’s benefits while showing how our product integrates with it. Both aspects are 
combined into a cohesive understandable story with no technical jargon. So, how does a case study start?

1. Your sales engineer will begin by asking your permission. If you agree, you must then secure your customer’s 
consent. (Consenting customers often happily provide photos of their project. So don’t forget to ask!)

2. Idesco marketing will contact and send you a few questions. We need you to characterize your customer’s 
problem and the benefits your solution provided, including any cost- or time-savings, etc. Ask your customer 
why they chose you. Then, explain why you chose Idesco’s products. We will ‘write your story’ for you.

3. Our first draft will assemble your details. Next, we will ask you and your customer to append your respective 
additions or edits. We repeat this sequence until everyone approves the content and style.

4. Your case study will be published in our newsletter, probably as a headline since they are often the most 
popular stories. Why? Because readers always want to see how others have leveraged RFID’s benefits for 
security, data collection and operations efficiency. You and your customer may freely distribute or re-use your 
Idesco case study in whatever way you prefer.

Our mutual cooperation will bring us mutual benefit!
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Case study examples

Construction site savings Self-serve library display screens Remote GSM ID solution Securing delivery freight vans


